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Abstract
During 2014 I interviewed 26 weavers from the islands of Flores, Solor and Lembata in Indonesia, with the question ‘how did you
learn to weave’. I will discuss the results, which shed light on how a traditional weaving apprenticeship works, and how the ‘contract
between the generations’ is forged. I will discuss how this contract is changing, and whether we can expect traditional ikat weaving to
survive in the 21st century, and in what form.
Durante 2014 entrevisté a 26 tejedoras de las islas de Flores, Solor y Lembata en Indonesia , con la pregunta "¿cómo aprendió a tejer '
. Voy a discutir los resultados, que muestran cómo funciona el aprendizaje tradicional de tejer, y cómo se forja el ' acuerdo entre las
generaciones ' . Voy a discutir cómo este acuerdo está cambiando, y si podemos esperar tejer ikat tradicional para sobrevivir en el siglo
21, y en qué forma.

1. Research

conversation. The responses that are relevant to my topic are
summarized in Table 1.

The question of how craft traditions (and human traditions in
general) are passed from generation to generation has
generated considerable interest in recent decades (Bloch 2005,
Stark, Bowser & Horne 2008), in part because of a growing
academic interest in culture, and in part because of a practical
interest in supporting traditional communities and lifestyles.
Weaving is widely understood to be passed from mother to
daughter, and studies of weaving that have examined
individual cultures support this view (Barnes 1989, Niessen
2009), but systematic surveys are lacking.
During 2014, as part of an effort to document ikat weaving
traditions in village communities in the eastern islands of
Indonesia (East Nusa Tenggara, ENT), I had the opportunity
to hear the experiences of 26 weavers in 22 villages in eastern
Flores, Solor and Lembata, mainly speaking Lamaholot and
related languages. Each village that I visited had a distinct ikat
weaving tradition, though sharing many common elements,
especially technique, with its neighbors. I was able to record
learning-to-weave experiences in a consistent way, amounting
to a semi-quantitative survey. The results make an interesting
comparison with a similar survey carried out in Southwest
China (Boudot and Buckley 2015).
The importance of ikat in ENT extends well beyond the
‘practical’ aspect of providing textiles for making clothing. Ikat
sarongs (Fig 1) in particular have important roles in rites of
passage. They are exchanged as gifts (‘bridewealth’) between
families during marriage ceremonies, along with other precious
objects. Some types of ceremonial sarong may be worn on
certain occasions, others are kept as heirloom items and may
never be worn.
My interviews consisted of asking individual weavers to
demonstrate their skills, and discuss how they learned to
weave, and the main steps (chaîne opératoire) involved in the
weaving process. This was carried out as part of an informal

Figure 1: Displaying a bridewealth sarong with ikat
decoration in the village of Penikelek, Lembata. This
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In all the villages that I visited in ENT the traditional
pattern is that young women married within a small
grouping of villages sharing the same dialect and ikat
tradition. Family alliances stretching back for several
generations and gift-exchange traditions mean that
marriage outside these boundaries was extremely
difficult and correspondingly rare. Despite recent social
changes marriage within the dialect community still
seems to be the norm. These boundaries ensured that
there was no ‘mixing’ of ikat traditions between dialect
communities. In rare instances where marriage took
place between communities, a young woman would be
expected to learn and conform to the traditions of her
new host village.

sarong has been left unfinished (the circular warp has not
been cut) at the back. It is never worn, but kept as an
heirloom item and occasionally used in bridewealth gift
exchanges.

Learning to weave is a lengthy process: though basic
skills with a loom can be acquired in a month or two,
learning the complete ikat process (in its traditional
form) takes much longer, since it involves a complex
sequence of interlinked steps that are seasonal. A novice
weaver will need at least one year, and more likely
several years to observe and participate in all of them:
•
Cultivation of fiber (cotton) and dye/mordant
plants, or locating and harvesting wild plants in some
cases
•
Spinning yarn (the most time consuming step)
•
Design and layout of motifs, and the tying of
ikat resists onto warp yarns stretched on a frame
•
Preparation of dye baths and dyeing using
natural dyes (complex) or modern synthetic substitutes
(relatively simple)
•
Warping the loom (a job requiring 2 people)
•
Weaving
•
Making the finished sarong or blanket
A novice weaver learns these skills gradually, mainly by
assisting older weavers, beginning with yarn preparation.
No formal ‘teaching’ takes place: the learning process
consists of observing an older weaver and attempting to
copy her actions, or by assisting (for example with dye
bath preparation or warping a loom). Most of this
interaction is non-verbal, but experienced weavers are
quick to criticize or correct a novice if they observe her
doing something wrong. The most complex actions
(such as preparing a dye bath or warping the loom) are
codified procedures that include a certain amount of
ritual. The novice is expected to learn and follow these
procedures precisely.

Table 1: Survey results: responses of weavers to questions
on the topic of ‘how I learned to weave’ and ‘how
weaving is carried out’.

2. Results and Discussion
My conversations confirmed that weavers, who are all
female, learn mainly, but not exclusively, from their
mothers (17 out of 26 weavers). 6 weavers however
described themselves as ‘self taught’. I discuss this
finding in more detail below, since it reveals something
about the learning process in this particular area.
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community-wide assumption that all young women
would learn to weave. Part of the motivation for many
weavers in ENT is economic: there is a tradition of
selling surplus production, which provides a useful
source of cash (or bartered goods). In Southwest China,
in contrast, the weaving of complex decorative items for
a bride’s dowry had no direct economic benefit, since
these items were not normally offered for sale. This
situation has changed somewhat in the last decade with
the appearance in China of weavers who produce
decorated items for sale, both for sale to tourists and to
families who no longer have daughters who weave. In
this respect some weavers in Guizhou are moving
towards a model that is similar to the traditional
situation in ENT.
Figure 2: Weaving a length of cloth decorated with ikat,
that will form part of a sarong, in the village of
Pamakayo, Solor. Weaving is a public, sometimes
communal activity in this region.

The economic aspects, and the presence of novice
weavers who are self-motivated and able to guide their
own learning will be key (I think) to the survival (or
otherwise) of ikat weaving in ENT. Rural societies are
undergoing extremely rapid change and it is not
reasonable to expect novice weavers to learn a skill
simply because it is ‘traditional’. Young women are
obliged to participate in an economy that is cash-based,
and must balance weaving against other demands on
their time. Because the making of bridewealth sarongs
can provide an income for some of its practitioners, the
economic aspects can be crucial in determining whether
the skills are passed on or not, and whether interest is
sustained through the lengthy apprenticeship period.
The most motivated young weavers who I met were
those who had a realistic expectation of making some
income from selling ikat to local families (and in some
cases, to tourists and collectors). The economic aspect
will also, I believe, be crucial to the success or failure of
outside interventions aimed at ‘saving’ traditional craft
skills.

From my conversations it became clear that an
unspoken ‘contract’ exists between older weavers and
novices. The older weaver allows the novice to observe
her weaving and provides occasional advice, and in
return she expects help with tasks such as yarn
preparation, dyeing and warping the loom. Older
weavers tend to be somewhat impatient with novices
and critical of their efforts. Novices are helped however
by the fact that most weaving activities in ENT take
place out of doors, with weavers working singly or in
small groups, so that they have frequent opportunities to
observe and converse with more experienced weavers.
The dyeing processes are an exception: weavers tend to
be secretive about their dye bath ingredients and
preparation. This is linked to an element of
competitiveness in the depth and intensity of color that
weavers achieve using natural dyes, particularly reds and
blacks.

3. Conclusions

I found a lot of variation between weavers in motivation
for learning. Some experienced a strong parental
expectation that they will learn to weave, but others
found that they need to be ‘self motivated’. In most
villages many women weave but not all do: some
families purchase bridewealth sarongs rather than
weaving them. The village of Lamalera appears to have
the highest level of participation, linked to the fact that
ikat production is of particular economic importance for
Lamalera weavers, to the extent that it has been a
‘survival skill’ in the past (Barnes 1989). The selfmotivation and the lack of formal teaching accounts for
why some weavers describe themselves as ‘self-taught’:
in par this signifies their pride in overcoming obstacles
in order to learn. In this aspect ENT is different from
Southwest China, where weaving takes place within
homes or in the courtyard beside a home, rather than in
a communal space, and there is (or was, until recently) a

While weaving in ENT broadly conforms to the
accepted view of a tradition that stays within a
community and is passed from mother to daughter, the
details and dynamics of the transmission of ikat skills
turn out to be complex. Learning takes place via a
lengthy apprenticeship, which takes the form of an
informal ‘contract’ between the generations, in which
older weavers tolerate novices, in return for assistance
with yarn preparation, warping and other tasks.
Economic advantages from weaving are equally
important to ‘maintenance of tradition’ in motivating
younger weavers to learn. Both of these factors must be
in place in order for a tradition to continue.
As regards outside interventions, training may help to
address specific gaps, but is unlikely to substitute for the
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two books: Tibetan Furniture (Thames and Hudson, 2005) and
The Roots of Asian Weaving (with Eric Boudot, Oxbow
Books, 2015). He lives in Hong Kong and in the UK.

lengthy apprenticeship that is necessary for the effective
transmission of weaving. Outside interventions to
support weaving and other traditional crafts will
probably have the best effect if they focus on providing
long-term, sustainable and visible opportunities to sell
high quality weavings for cash.
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Abstract
Among the wide world of tie-dyed textiles, some regions, as Japan, West Africa or Indonesia, are very famous for their
productions, either in shibori art or in ikat or both of them. But other parts of the world of dyeing are no known so well.
It is the case, for instance, for the countries which are surrounding the Mediterranean sea. I’ll present here the textiles
which are produced there, first in ikat, then in shibori. My presentation will go upto Iran at the east, and the Spanish and
French shores at the west, and will include the Maghreb countries. Through it, it will be possible to try to bring in the
light the influences they may have received from each other and to make some hypothesis.
Dentro del mundo amplio de textiles teñidos por reserva, Japan, Africa occidental o Indonesia, estan muy famosas por
sus producciones, que sea en arte de shibori, que sea en el del ikat, o que sea por las dos tecnicas. Pero otras partes del
mundo de la tintura nos estan tan bien conocidas. Por exemplo, es el caso, por exemplo, de los paises situados aleredor
del mar Mediterráneo. Lo que quisiera presentarles aqui son los textiles que estan producidos allá, primero con ikat
tecnica, y secundo con la de shibori. Mi presentación abarcara una zona incluyando Iran en el oriente, y las costas
españolas y franceses en el oeste, integrando tambien los paises del norte de África. Asi, sera possible intentar de aclarar
las influencas que estos textiles han podido intercambiar y quizas hacer hipótesis.
1. Introduction
Among the wide world of tie-dyed textiles, some regions, as
Japan, West Africa or Indonesia, are very famous for their
productions, either in shibori art or in ikat or both of them.
But other parts of the world of dyeing are no known so well. It
is the case, for instance, for the countries which are
surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. I’ll present and describe
roughly the textiles which are produced there, first in ikat, then
in shibori. My presentation will reach Iran at the east, and the
Spanish and French shores at the west, and will include the
Maghreb countries.
We easily think that a sea, or a desert as well, forms a border
separating opposite countries, but in fact, and especially in the
case of the Mediterranean Sea, it is a wide space where
exchanges have been done for milleniums. It could be for
wars, as we unfortunately know it since epics by Homer, or for
conquests, and it could be for trade followed by cultural
exchanges.

Figure 1: Localization of quoted places
2. The prevalence of lines: Ikat around the
Mediterranean Sea
Ikat is a process known under its Malayan name and this word
is used as well for the textiles produced. There is, however, a
strong possibility the technique and its name have been
introduced in Southeast Asia by Arab traders (Lamm 1937,
Bier 2001, quoted by Bier 2014). The pattern of the so called
textiles is anticipated before the weaving by dyeing the skeins
of threads either for the warp, or for the weft, or for both. As
least two colours are obtained, often more. This process is
widespread, well known and studied specially in several islands

Through this presentation, it will be possible to draw a map of
the presence and the absence of both the techniques, to
highlight configurations and patterns, and to make
assumptions about the origins of their presence, and about the
influences they may have received from each other. You won’t
find here replies to all questions which can be asked, but the
comparison may help to progress.
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of Indonesia. It is probably through the so-called “Silk Road”
that it has reached Near East, then some European spots
where it is attested.
Most ikats produced in this part of world we are talking about
are warp ikats. Silk threads are mainly used, sometimes cotton.
Some of them are still woven, as in Spanish Baleares islands
where they find a new market through tourism. Some others
were slowly dying when the war brutally made them disappear.
It is the case in Syria and we’ll see that is not the only craft to
disappear there.
2.1. Ikat in Near East
Ikats from Yemen, dated 9th and 10th centuries, have been
excavated in Egypt. Historical data have been summarized in
her paper by Carol Bier, in the Proceedings of the previous ISS
(Bier 2014). But, according to what I know, the technique is no
more used.

Figure 2: Detail of an ikat silk towel. Syria, Alep, 20th
century
2.2. Ikat in North Africa

In the Near East, a textile called mashru is widely displayed. It a
satin mixing silk threads for the warp and cotton for the weft
used as dress material. The same kind of cloth, named after the
same name, is known in south of Pakistan and western states
of India, namely Gujarat. Some of these clothes are not ikated,
but in Near East most of them are. They have been displayed
in all the countries which were under the ottoman rule, may be
from some specialized places or more widely woven. Their
patterns are simple, as these satins support stripes alternating
plain ones and ikated ones, with prevaling bright colours, red
and yellow. Sometimes, ikat is drawing horizontal lines on a
plain ground, by the game of resists positions.

In North Africa, the process is not in use, and does not seem
to have been used, unless in the famous Fez belts; but this is
not clearly noticed as the weaving process is quite complicated
and the use of ikat can be seen only if the belt is carefully
observed, mainly from the reverse side. It is at the end of the
11th century upto the 14th century that the so-called hispanomoorish art has been developed in the south of Spain and the
north of Morocco. When Muslims have been chased away
from Spain Moroccan workshops have been more widely
known, even if they were already settled in Fes or, latter, in
Tetouan. Silk threads, twisted “Z”, are used for the warp; for
the weft, silk is also used, and sometimes golden files around a
silken core. The technique of weaving is a lampas, for which a
draw loom has been used. A warp dyed is used with ikat
process for some of the belts dated from the end of 17th
century to the beginning of 19th.

Another kind of ikat textile is also made and widely used from
Iran upto to the Eastern Mediterranean shore. It is woven at
the required size, mainly for hammam towels. The main
material for this kind of textile is silk, but it can also be made
of cotton; either in cotton or in silk, the quality is always fine.
Patterns are warp ikated, with sometimes cross striped lines at
the ends. Main colours are a dark red, with purple, black, green
and yellow motives. They are more or less well located: from
Yazd, Isfahan or Abadan in Iran, from Turkey not precisely
located, from Bagdad in Iraq, Alep in Syria. Last samples used
as a piece of cloth for skirt come from Taïzz in Yemen. It is
not sure, however, the place of use is always the place of
fabrication. Some others are probably made in other countries
(India, Indonesia?).
The last ikat textiles which are found in this area are velvet ikat
panels which were made in the 19th century in Kashan, north
of Ispahan, or Yazd ; these two places are among the most
famous ones for this craft. The pattern is similar on all these
velvet ikats: a kind of niche is drawn on a red ground, where a
Cyprus or tree of life highlights. On both sides, on the edges, a
large border is covered with geometrically drawn vegetals.
Main colours, besides the red, are green, yellow and white.

Figure 3: A belt woven in Fes, Morocco (18th century),
detail of the ikated warp
Just for the record, few words about some pieces of cloth used
by women as wrapped dresses which have been woven in the
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south of Tunisia, i.e the region of Gabes and Djerba island. In
these textiles, there is a change of colour in the warp, but it is
not obtained with ikat threads, but with interlocked warp
threads.

the same trapezoidal shape decorated in another way, or plain.
A shawl was also part of the Zoroastrian women costume.
When decorated in the same way, it was presenting
geometrical yellow patterns on a red ground.

2.3. Ikat in Europe

On the south of the Arabic peninsula, women face veils are
made in Sanaa, the capital of Yemen. In silk, natural and more
often artificial, all of them carry the same lines of big
concentric spots in shape of diamond, white and red on a
black ground. Going northward and westward, the most
famous tie-and-dye in Near East was made in Syria, in the
region between Qseir and Hama, north-west of Syria. It was
practiced on a native raw silk, for gowns cut and sawn before
the tie-dyeing process. It is why it is possible for the best ones
to appreciate the patterns as a whole, without any breaks due
to stitches. The gown is made of lengths of textiles with panels
added on the sides to give the proper width and the sleeves are
added with large peaks at their end. On the main part of the
gown and on the sleeves, the outlines of the patterns draw
diamonds combined to form geometrical figures of light spots
on black or dark ground. The same kind of patterns decorates
scarves worn together with the gowns.

In Europe, the ikat process is attested in France upto the 19th
century for furnishings, with blue patterns on white linen or
cotton ground. But is not on the Mediterranean shore. In
Spain, the craft is known in Baleares islands, where some
workshops are still manufacturing cotton pieces for
furnishings. It is warp ikat, with simple coloured patterns on a
white ground. There is a doubt for French textiles as edges are
not perceptible on samples.

A new stop-over, geographically near the eastern shore of the
Mediterranean Sea but politically in Europ, is the southern part
of the island of Cyprus. And there, in Koilani village, Limassol
province, square scarves used to be tie-dyed. They were made
on a silk twill by women who tied and dyed with natural dyes
themselves, but the indigo one which was untrusted to a
professional dyer. They were used as headdresses by wealthy
women in Cyprus proper and bought as gifts to girls they were
engaged to by men of Kastellorizo. Kastellorizo is a small
Greek island located at only one mile from the Turkish
southern coast. When this custom died out, the production
also ceased. The square is divided by a cross, creating four
smaller squares, decorated with different regularly drawn
motives, diamonds, chessboards, and so on. What is
interesting here is that the patterns which had their proper
organization seem to belong to the same group we previously
looked at, at least to be the last oriental step of it, before the
other patterns as we’ll see now.

Figure 4: Detail of cotton ikat, France, 19th century
As we see, we can separate the concerned area in two distinct
parts; the most important focuses of ikat are – or we should
say were - settled in the Near East. But does the technique
have spread in western part of Mediterranean countries from
these focuses? Why not in other countries, for example in
Italy, a country very famous for its textiles where we know
Near East influence has been important owing the commercial
exchanges?

3. The prevalence of spots: tie-dyeing around the
Mediterranean Sea
The same kind of distinction can be made for tie-dyeing, but
other countries are concerned. Most of Near East countries
have been the places of the technique, with different schemes
of patterns. We could say a border is drawn between Greece
and Turkey. And a common configuration can be observed in
North African countries, as another common one is displayed
from Greece to North Africa. Let us see that in detail.
3.1. On the Eastern side of Mediterranean shores
On the Eastern side, tie-and-dye was practiced in the middle
of Iran, towns of Isfahan and Yazd mainly, for silk trapezoidal
panels used in Zoroastrian women gowns. Small spots made
of concentric rings are regularly displayed, drawing diamonds
or herringbone pattern, generally yellow and green on a red
ground, creating regular geometrical patterns. These
trapezoidal patterns are separated from each other by panels of

Figure 5: Detail of a scarf. Cyprus, Koilani, 19th century, ©
Cyprus Folk Art Museum
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3.2. On the Western side

and the colour. They are all made of sprang, a peculiar kind of
plaiting, and they are dyed in a very dark red colour, with red
simple motives, irregular rings in Tunisia, lines in Morocco.
And the third country where it is present is Greece, and
particularly in the Peloponnese peninsula.

We can observe two groups inside this western side of the
Mediterranean Sea and some very specific items we’ll talk
latter. The first one includes roughly square pieces of cloth,
shawls, belts. They all are woolen clothes, integrating many
times some cotton weft threads; their patterns are made of
marks, more or less regularly displayed on the ground. They
often play with the cotton threads, which are not dyed as the
wool is.
These textiles are attested from Libya to Morocco among
Berber populations. The square clothes are found in all the
North African countries, but Egypt, and are used as small
headscarves, or as napkins. Shawls are found in Tunisia, and
belts in Morocco. Tie-dyed belts, from Rif region, in the north
of the country present specific patterns. In the south of
Tunisia, to dye their shawls, Berber women include some dye
closed by a thread on one side, or the other, creating a pattern
alternating rings and marks red and yellow on the indigo
ground. Some other shawls, bigger, are decorated by red marks
on indigo ground or yellow on red.

Figure 7: Detail of a sprang woolen belt, Morocco, AntiAtlas

4. Conclusion
Many informations are available about the dyeing, the
appearance and development of natural dyes, processes and
trade, upto the development of chemical dyes at the end of the
19th century. The history of European textiles give more space
to silken ones, and woven techniques. The roads from East to
West are an important part of this history.
We find as well informations about block printing, specially
after the 17th century with import of the so-called “indiennes”
and industries which were developed in Europ to compete
with foreign textiles. But they are very few about the history of
tie-dyeing techniques in Europ, maybe because they seem to
have been used mainly for popular dress; as far as Maghreb is
concerned, a reason could be that the craft was found among
Berbers. A second reason, according to me, is that it was
mainly a craft performed by women, at a domestic scale, and
textiles used by them.

The same technique was used by Chaouia population for
decorating goatskins in Aures mountains, north-East of
Algeria. These goatskins were forming a pile for ritual uses,
either marriages or circumcision. Before talking about the
second group of tie-dyed pieces, let us speak on very peculiar
textiles. They are the scarves which were used by Jewish urban
ladies; made of a fine silk, they were woven on both their ends
with golden threads. These parts were tied before the whole
piece is dyed in red, or black. Sometimes a small mark was also
set just in the middle of the scarf, when black.

It is different for ikat. The ikat process has been known in
France : we can find a description of the process under the
name “chiné” in an encyclopedic dictionary dated 1883. This
word “chiné” is translated “variegated” or “flecked” in
French-English dictionaries, but these English words don’t
cover the same meaning. In Spanish, at least as it is spoken in
Mexico, ikat is named “jaspeado”. Some other textiles were
called “flammé” in the 18th century ; their warp was printed
with different colours, and not dyed after resists, but they
looked quite similar to ikats. As for shibori, ikat decorated
textiles started to be known after travelers and colonization.
Nederland museums and scholars specially produced rich
informations about the technique. It is the Indonesian term
has been wordly used to describe the technique, as the country
has been colonized by Dutch.

The second group of tie-dyed pieces includes woolen belts or
headbands. Two features are common: the textile technique

The shibori process seems to be unknown in Europ before
travelers brought back textiles and informations related to

Figure 6: A woolen shawl. Tunisia, 20th century
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from their distant travels. But I came to know, few years ago
and recently, some European locally made tie-dyed pieces of
dress, and I am looking for informations about them, but for
the moment I could not come across.

But the most interesting group is compound by bands and
belts using sprang techniques for their manufacturing. We find
it from Peloponnese to Tunisia and Morocco. How can we
explain its absence in other countries, Italy, namely in Sicily, or
in Algeria? The use of sprang is widely used for making elastic
textiles, but not tie-dye. Relations between Greece and
Maghreb have been important, for Antiquity and we find many
marks of it in all sectors of activity, and in vocabulary, but
what gathers us here has not been studied and we don’t clearly
know how for long it has been practised.

Ikat, always warp ikat in the part of the world we are talking
to, and shibori processes are performed on silk, wool, flax,
cotton. There are important differences according to countries
and the distribution of both the techniques is interesting to
point out.
Roughly, in the Near East countries ikat is mainly performed
on silk skeins, whereas in Western countries, i.e Spain and
France, it is performed on vegetal fibers, flax and cotton. It is
only in Morocco that it is performed on silk, in Fes and
Tetouan towns where were woven the famous belts. We can
probably say that these belts and their technology came from
Arabians, who conquered (winned) all the south of Spain
where a very rich artistic stream has been developed under the
name “hispano-moorish art” as I said earlier, and who were
also settled in Moroccan cities. But what about ikat performed
on flax and cotton in France and Baleares Islands? All along
their history, Baleares islands have been occupied by Greeks,
Phenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, and other conquerors.
Which people brought ikat in its luggage ? For France, the
question is the same, if the quality is better. Of course,
Arabians conquered the south of the country upto the place of
Poitiers, where they have been stopped in the 8th century, but
it does not mean either they introduced the technique.

Let us hope future excavations will bring some replies, and
more studies will help us to go deeper in the knowledge. It
means there are many more ways to explore for future
scholars.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Frivolities of the spindle: reserve dyeing in Mexican history
de ÁVILA, Alejandro: adeavilab@hotmail.com
Museo Textil de Oaxaca
Abstract
Administrative accounts and reports of lost articles dating to the late 18th and early 19th century in Central Mexico make reference to
rebozos (shawls) that were called “paños de jaspes, alias de malacahuile” (‘jasper-patterned, aka malacahuile cloths’). The latter term
derives from Nahuatl, the language of the Aztec peoples, and may be translated as ‘the frivolity of the spindle.’ It appears to have
designated ikat-dyeing specifically, a procedure which requires endless hours of finely skilled work. Such a semantically loaded
designation suggests that indigenous weavers had been familiar with the technique for a long time.
In this presentation I will review linguistic, archaeological and technical evidence to propose that reserve-dyed webs did not arrive in
New Spain with the Manila galleon as has been thought for a long time, but were locally made long before 1519. I have examined
quesquémeles (cape-like garments restricted to northern Mesoamerica), fajas (women’s narrow sashes), ceñidores (men’s wide sashes),
ponchos and bags patterned with ikat which were woven in Central and Northeastern Mexico as late as the 1960s, and find that they
share a number of structural and design features which must reflect a common history. The geographical distribution and variation of
these distinctive traits, also present in early rebozos, allow me to reconstruct an ancestral prototype (dating, I propose, to pre-Columbian
times), on the basis of which innovations could have developed in later periods. Furthermore, there are clues from the terminology for
ikat in Otomí, an Otomanguean language from Central Mexico, to believe that reserve dyeing on the warp is quite old there, indeed.
To attempt a reconstruction of the prototype, I take as a model the work by Christopher Buckley on the evolution of ikat-dyed webs in
Southeast Asia and Indonesia. I compare what can be inferred to be the more conservative features of Mexican knotted resist with preColumbian Andean examples, and with analogous textiles from Japan, the Philippines, the islands east of Java, India, Uzbekistan, Iran,
Yemen, Siria and West Africa. I do not find any parallels in format, design structure or individual motifs which would relate
Mesoamerican ikat to the weaving traditions of East Asia. Although trade between Acapulco, Manila and Yuegang (in Fujian, China)
was intense from 1565 to 1815, I do not perceive an imprint on the rebozo of any Oriental textiles that may have arrived by that route.
On the basis of its technique and its patterns, together with the visual record provided by castas painting (idealized portraits of ethnic
admixture), I propose as a working hypothesis that the native tradition of Mexican resist-dyeing was influenced by textiles made for
trade at two different moments after the European invasion of the Americas: first in the 1500s by Arabic warp-ikat fabrics made in the
Levant, and later by the weft-ikat toiles siamoises flammées that became fashionable in Paris in the 1700s, after the king of Thailand
sent an embassy loaded with silks and other luxury goods to France, as described by Voltaire. This complex history, I conclude, makes
Mexican resist-dyeing unique as a synthesis of diverse textile traditions from across the world.
The earliest text known so far in the Americas was engraved on a
potsherd found in Chiapa de Corzo (in the state of Chiapas in
southern Mexico, bordering Guatemala) that has been dated to
around 300 years before our era. The script appears to represent
a language in the Mixe-Zoque family, and it has been proposed
that the inscription on the clay reads as follows:

first and most impressive example was uncovered in Apaseo el
Alto (in the state of Guanajuato in central Mexico) in the late
1800s. The site was not excavated by archaeologists but explored
by an amateur (Arredondo, 2012), and no trace of the textile is
known since then except for a photograph published in 1897
(Davis, 2001-2002: 51), which shows it to have been a sizable
mantle, apparently woven out of agave fiber. The designs in the
photo are complex and reflect consummate skill; the art of shibori
had evidently reached a high degree of sophistication in Mexico
before the European invasion. Two archaeological fragments of
cotton fabric found in a dry cave in the Tehuacán valley in
southeastern Puebla (Mastache, 1974), and a larger piece
unearthed in the section of downtown Mexico City known as La
Ciudadela (Román, 2014), are less spectacular examples of tieresist dyeing, but they show nonetheless that the technique was
widespread, and it served to embellish textiles fashioned with
different fibers. Furthermore, the style of shibori patterning left
an imprint on other media during the post-Classic period (900 to
1521 AD), as evidenced by polychrome ceramics from Oaxaca
decorated with circular designs in three colors against a dark
background (de Ávila, 1998: 238).

“The pleated cloth got dyed. The thing that is made of pleated
cloth has been cut.” (Kaufman & Justeson, 2001: 2.86).
If this interpretation is reliable, the text must refer to a textile that
was patterned by means of compression-resist dyeing. Since fabric
in ancient Mesoamerica and the Andes was woven to size, and
never cut or tailored, it seems likely that the second part of the
inscription relates to the removal of threads or binding that would
have compressed the folded cloth, as in the variant of pleated
shibori known in Japan as kumo, which results in spider web
patterns.
It is plausible to relate the ancient text from Chiapa specifically to
shibori because there have been at least three findings of preColumbian tie-resist and stitch-resist dyed cloth in Mexico. The
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Documents drafted shortly after the Spanish conquest indicate
that a cotton mantle dyed a deep blue with geometric designs was
reserved for the tlàtoāni, the foremost ruler in the Nahuatlspeaking realm of central Mexico (Mastache, 1974: 258; Anawalt,
1990). The name for the garment, xiuhtlalpilli tilmàtli, specifies
that it was knotted and dyed with indigo (in this paper I follow the
Nahuatl orthography of Launey, 2011). The detailed depiction of
the royal mantle worn by Nezahualpilli (monarch of Texcoco), as
illustrated in Codex Ixtlilxochitl (FAMSI, n.d.: 108), suggests that
it was patterned by both tied and stitched shibori. The technique
appears to have retained connotations of prestige throughout the
colonial period, as witnessed by the portrait of Sebastiana Inés
Josefa de San Agustín in 1757 (Armella, Castelló & Borja, 1988:
79). The young woman in the picture was the daughter of caciques
(members of the indigenous aristocracy) who was dressed up in
her finest clothing and jewels on the occasion of her entry into a
convent to become a nun. She wore a huipil (the Mesoamerican
tunic reserved for women) with red motifs on a dotted white
background, most likely achieved by shibori. As if to emphasize
her status, one of the designs that can be made out in the painting
is the double headed eagle of the Habsburgs (who ruled Spain at
the time of the conquest of Mexico and Peru), topped by a large
crown.

del Río (state of San Luis Potosí; de Ávila, 1977-1979). Like
shibori in the Sierra Gorda, warp ikat has died out in both areas,
sadly.
Ikat is of particular historic interest in Mexico because of its close
association with the rebozo (a rectangular shawl fashioned out of a
single web, with warp fringes on both ends), an outstanding icon
of nationalism and femininity. The evolution of the rebozo has
been studied extensively by Ana Paulina Gámez (2009) and by an
earlier generation of scholars (Davis, 1996; Johnson, 1994;
Castelló, 1989); in the present paper, I will focus on other ikatpatterned textiles, which have received less attention by
researchers but which may hold interesting clues about the early
history of resist dyeing in our region at large. Unlike shibori, no
archaeological textile is known that can attest to the use of ikat in
pre-Columbian times north of the equator. In spite of the absence
of early specimens, a number of lines of evidence make it seem
likely that the technique had Mesoamerican antecedents: for one
thing, it has a much wider distribution than shibori in Mexico, and
it is also found in Guatemala.
Ikat is used for a larger diversity of fibers than tie and stitch-resist
dyeing, which have only been recorded on wool in textiles made
in the 1800s and 1900s within the small area cited earlier. In
contrast, there are numerous examples of jaspe (as ikat is known
in Spanish) dating from the same time period made with cotton
or silk (and, more recently, rayon or other synthetic fibers) in
Mexico and Guatemala, in addition to the ikat-dyed ponchos,
rebozos and bags from central Mexico made out of wool.
Furthermore, the fiber used traditionally to bind the threads for
resist dyeing was invariably ixtle (agave fiber, extracted from plants
that are native to Mesoamerica), the same material that was used
for shibori in the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley. The wool
dyed through the ikat process, as well as shibori, was always spun
by hand with the indigenous malacate spindle, whereas all the
examples that I have examined made with cotton or silk show
threads that had been processed in large workshops or by
industrial machinery. The degummed and reeled floss used for the
warp and weft in the silk pieces was probably imported from Asia
or Europe.

Tie and stitch-resist dyeing survived in Mexico into the 1950s in a
small region of the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley (at the
border of the states of Hidalgo and Querétaro, northeast of
Mexico City), but nowhere else in Mesoamerica. Irmgard
Weitlaner Johnson, foremost researcher on Mexican
archaeological, historic and ethnographic textiles, recorded the
work of doña Sixta Trejo, one of the last artists of shibori in our
country (Davis, 2001-2002: 62-66). Doña Sixta knew how to use
indigo and cochineal to create the 4-color skirts worn traditionally
in her home town of Vizarrón (municipality of Cadereyta) as
festive attire. Prior to Johnson, Elsie McDougall had documented
the same basic procedures used by doña Romualda Olguín in the
community of Guadalupe in the municipality of Zimapán (to the
east of Vizarrón) to embellish aprons (Start, 1948: 99-100). In
both instances, the fabrics employed to fashion the skirts and
aprons were of handspun wool woven on a backstrap loom (used
in Mesoamerica since antiquity). The garment worn in Vizarrón
was not the native wrap-around, however, but rather a skirt
gathered onto a waistband, a format of European origin, as is the
apron. Perhaps the only surviving example of the use of shibori
on a textile with ancient roots in Mexico is a red woolen bag
attributed to San Miguel Tolimán (to the west of Vizarrón, still in
the Sierra Gorda) in the collection of the Acervo de Arte Indígena,
CDI (catalog number 7583).

A number of archaeological examples of warp ikat have been
found on the Pacific coast of Peru (D’Harcourt, 1962: 70, 159 &
plate 53). This boosts the likelihood of an early presence of the
technique in Mesoamerica because quite a variety of complex
textile structures that are attested in the Andean zone during the
pre-Hispanic era are similarly known ethnographically from
northern Mesoamerica, but not from southern Mexico or
Guatemala. These include double cloth, double weave with a
single weft, supplementary warp weaves, transposed warps, and
tubular weaves with a continuous spiraling weft. Some of these
structures have not yet been formally analyzed and published, but
they are reliably documented in the collections of the Museo
Textil de Oaxaca. Because of their early presence in South
America, they have been regarded so far as techniques of Andean
origin, but it is feasible that some of them may have originated in
Mesoamerica and travelled south, as was shown recently for the
domestication of an exceptional textile dyestuff, cochineal
(Dactylopius coccus; Van Dam et al., 2015) and its host plant
(Opuntia ficus-indica; Griffith, 2004). In some antique textiles from
Mexico, resist dyeing is combined with one of these intricate
woven structures, as in a silk sash at the MTO where the central
pattern of supplementary warps gimped with silver foil is

In the 1970s, Ruth Lechuga, a specialist on folk art (1978: 12-19),
met doña Dolores Aguilar from the hamlet of Chavarría (in the
mountains east of Vizarrón), who had not practiced shibori for
twenty years, but who was able to recreate the ponchos formerly
worn by men in that area. Woven in a twill structure with
handspun wool, they were knotted with agave fiber and dyed with
cochineal or indigo to attain a simple pattern of white dots on a
plain or striped background. Similar ponchos from other regions
in central Mexico, also made with handspun wool in a twill weave,
were formerly dyed with cochineal and other dyestuffs, not by
means of shibori but in the procedure of warp ikat. They were
recorded by Irmgard W. Johnson in the municipality of
Ixmiquilpan in the Mezquital Valley (Johnson et al, 2014: 55), and
by the author of this paper in the mountains east of Santa María
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bordered by ikat stripes in a rich magenta, surely colored with
cochineal (catalog number FAJ0299).

various examples from Tenancingo (which remains the most
important rebozo weaving center in the country) and I find that
some do show, indeed, vigesimal stripes, but that is not always the

Also relevant to the possibility that ikat may have been known in
Mexico before 1521 is the fact that it was used until the mid-20th
century to decorate a uniquely Mesoamerican format, the
quēchquemitl (a closed cape-like garment composed of two
webs sewn together on a right angle). Moreover, the area where
warp-ikat examples of this type were woven, both in cotton and
in silk or rayon, matches closely the region where shibori persisted
until the 1950s (the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley). In
addition to the quēchquemitl, resist dyeing of the warp was also
used to embellish two types of textiles that have pre-Columbian
antecedents: sashes and bags. When I examined the earliest ikat
sashes and garters that we know in Mexico, which appear to date
to the late 1700s (given that a similar textile, which is part of the
same original collection, bears the date 1792, woven with
supplementary wefts), I was intrigued to find that the resist-dyed
warp stripes consist repeatedly of twenty threads, or multiples
thereof. This numerical feature is significant because the
languages indigenous to Mesoamerica use a vigesimal (base 20)
numeral system. The number forty, for example, is phrased ‘twotwenty’, the number sixty, ‘three-twenty’, and four hundred (20
times 20) receives a distinctive name. Vigesimal counts are so
pervasive in this part of the world that they constitute one of the
defining features of Mesoamerica as a Sprachbund or language area
(Campbell, Kaufman & Smith Stark, 1986). On the grounds of
intellectual economy, it makes sense to cling to a canonical
number when the need arises to do substantial multiplications and
divisions, as a weaver needs to do in setting up an ikat-dyed warp
with repetitive pattern units.

rule. I understand the comment made by don Evaristo, who was
trained as a weaver in the 1930s, as a generalization that was
applicable to early rebozos, which were the model to be followed
by accomplished artists like him. In any case, the relationship
between ikat (as well as other textile techniques) and the
Mesoamerican numerical system calls for further research.
Some ikat sashes that were still worn in Mexico in the early 1900s
bear proof of a more subtle link with ancient cultural history. In
my fieldwork in central San Luis Potosí in the 1970s, I recorded
information on silk and cotton ceñidores (wide sashes formerly
worn by men in the area where part of my paternal family came
from) with a curious gap in the patterns at the center of the
garment. The collection of the MTO includes two examples I
obtained from relatives on my grandfather’s side (catalog numbers
CEN0044 & CEN0116). Doña Justina Sánchez de Ávila, who
recalled how the ceñidores were made, explained that they were
woven on a backstrap loom set up on a ring warp. As the weavers
advanced, doña Justina recounted, they would make the warp slide
down on the loom bars to keep the point of insertion of the weft
close at hand:
“[The sash] was warped closely together, and as it was woven, it
was pulled down and made to slide. They left a piece [unwoven]
to cut it later to make the fringes… They warped it in a single set
[of threads]. They would make it slide as they wove it.”
Although doña Justina did not explain it at the time, I noticed later
that the sequence of indigo-dyed ikat patterns in the ceñidores, as
well as the orientation of the individual motifs, became inverted
after the dark blue gap at the midline of the garment, as if the
design was mirrored at that point. I understood then that weavers
took advantage of the ring warp, folding it in half and binding it
with agave fiber to create the patterns, dyeing and unfolding it
afterwards to economize on the work. Annular looms, like the
quēchquemitl and the complex weaving structures shared with
the Andean region mentioned earlier, are restricted to northern
Mesoamerica. The correlation of ikat with a ring warp seems to
speak again of an early development of resist dyeing in the
northeastern region of central Mexico.

The same observation holds true for two quēchquemitl that I
examined from the Sierra Gorda in the Acervo de Arte Indígena,
CDI. One was woven with silk in the head town of Tolimán
(catalog number 11320), while the second piece was made with
cotton in nearby San Miguel (no. 11319). I found that in both
cases, the repetitive stripes in the central field (customarily a total
of thirteen in the area of Tolimán) were composed of twenty pairs
of warps. The 520 threads needed for the overall pattern must
have been grouped together in the beginning, to be subdivided
later according to the pattern bound on the warps prior to dyeing,
and then reassembled on the loom after the dye bath. In this
cumbersome sequence of lumping, splitting and regrouping
threads, the recourse to a canonical number would ease the
cognitive load of the task. Furthermore, I have found a correlation
between vigesimal counts and the use of indigenous materials
(stripes of handspun cotton, either white or coyuchi – natural
brown color) in early rebozos I have looked at in the AAI-CDI
(catalog number 15076) and in the collection of the Franz Mayer
Museum in Mexico City (nos. DRA-0010, 0028 & 0045).
Conversely, similar pieces that I have examined, dating from
about the same time and made exclusively with imported silk, do
not show base twenty warp counts (nos. DRA-0001, 0020, 0023
& 0024).

An additional line of evidence to make the case for a long history
of ikat in that same area is provided by linguistics. In 1799, in
response to a questionnaire sent out by the viceroy regarding local
manufactures, the subdelegate in Actopan (to the southeast of
Zimapán, still within the Mezquital Valley) wrote the following:
“…most of the persons who have always dedicated themselves to
producing rebozos and various curious small pieces of cotton and
silk are women, but they do so at the expense of great effort, since
they use malacate spindles and backstrap looms, which demand
more time than spinning wheels and treadle looms.”

After making these observations, in March of 2016 I interviewed
don Evaristo Borboa Casas, master rebozo weaver from
Tenancingo (in the State of Mexico, west of Mexico City), who
was awarded the National Prize in Science and the Arts in 2005.
When I asked him about the warp counts, his response was
prompt, succinct and to the point: “Most [of the jaspe patterns]
consist of forty threads.” Since that interview, I have looked at

Pressed by the authorities in Mexico City to provide more details,
the subdelegate sent a second letter:
“…it is not possible to respond how many women [do this work]
with a fixed number because, although most of them are of
European ancestry, they employ some dexterous Indian women
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as their laborers. Their progress has been to weave some fabrics
they call of jaspes, also known as malacahuile; I attach some small
samples of everything so that Your Excellency may perceive the
immense amount of work they invest, and the meager profit they
enjoy…” (Reservadísimo sobre fábricas y telares de manufacturas
del Reino, n.d.)

pattern, such as large chevrons, in blue or red against white
(García Sáiz, 1989: 156 & 211). The ikat stripes are evenly spaced
throughout the garment, alternating with warp bands of solid
color. This arrangement is strongly reminiscent of weft ikat toiles
flammées woven in France during the same period, which had
become fashionable in Paris after king Narai of Thailand sent an
embassy loaded with colorfully patterned silks and other luxury
goods to the court of Louis XIV (Baghdiantz-McCabe, 2008: 222223). Weavers in Rouen learned resist dyeing avidly, producing
cotton yardage with simple patterns colored with indigo. This
fabric became popular all over Europe and appears to have
influenced workshops as far away as Sweden (Fabrics Lebeau
Trouvais, 2010) and Mallorca (Teixits Riera, n.d.).

The Hispanized term malacahuile mentioned in the second letter
was borrowed from the Nahuatl malacāhuilli. The etymology of
the latter can be interpreted as “the lightness of the spindle” or
“the frivolity of the malacate.” The subdelegate’s account suggests
that the name referred specifically to jasper-like ikat-dyeing, a
procedure which requires endless hours of finely skilled work. To
call it “light” or “frivolous” would seem to spell much irony. Such
a semantically loaded designation suggests that indigenous
weavers had been familiar with the technique for quite some time.

It seems likely that weavers throughout the Spanish empire, ruled
at the time by the Bourbons, would have sought to emulate
French fashion. Resist-dyed textiles are not apparent in the
extensive pictorial record of Latin America before the late 1700s.
In the case of Mexico, indigenous weavers who may have known
how to make warp ikat sashes and other garments could have
easily adapted the style of the weft patterned toiles flammées to their
backstrap looms, after they had become exalted in Europe. In
support of this hypothesis, some of the earliest surviving rebozos
combine wide stripes of simple warp ikat patterns with elaborately
embroidered scenes depicting promenades and country outings, a
prestigious theme in French paintings, porcelain and printed
textiles of that period that may have crossed the Atlantic
(Laughlin, 2016). The designs on the Mexican examples of that
type were stitched with imported silk in multiple colors, as well as
gimped thread with silver or gold foil (Gámez, 2016; de María &
Castelló, 1990: 164-165). The probability of a connection between
early rebozos and French ikat seems to be bolstered by the parallel
development in the late 18th and early 19th centuries of the
kanavat in Russia, a bridal veil of silk with broad bands of simple
warp ikat combined with baroque patterns of gimped
supplementary wefts inspired by leafy garlands and medallions in
lavish Parisian style. These veils, which were a specialty of the city
of Kolomna, close to Moscow, bear a captivating resemblance to
some early Mexican rebozos. A beautiful example is now part of the
holdings of the MTO (catalog number VEL0001).

Some of the designs found on ikat sashes and quēchquemitl
from the Sierra Gorda and Mezquital Valley provide a further
connection with native textile traditions. Stepped frets, lozenges
with hooks, curly Ss and Zs, and other basic motifs of the
Mesoamerican repertoire are salient in those garments, but they
also display geometricized vines, pomegranates, bunches of
grapes stylized as pineapples, and other figures of European and
West Asian origin. Similarly, rebozos from the first half of the
19th century boast bold hearts, carnations and cypresses, among
other designs popular around the Mediterranean. Perhaps more
significant than the individual motifs is the marked tendency of
ikat patterns on both indigenous (sashes, quēchquemitl) and
hybrid garments (early rebozos, ponchos) to follow a hierarchical
arrangement of warp stripes. The margins of the web, which are
the selvages where the weft turns back, are set off by wide and
more elaborate designs. The central field, in contrast, is decorated
with narrow stripes with simple patterns. Moreover, in
quēchquemitl and early rebozos there is a further hierarchy in the
central field, with two or even three kinds of alternating stripes
that show decreasing girth and complexity of design.
A hierarchical arrangement of warp stripes is characteristic of ikat
textiles from the Levant and Western Asia. Hamam towels woven
in Syria in the 1800s and similar fabrics made in Turkey show wide
stripes with relatively elaborate patterns along the margins, and
repetitive stripes of simple design in the central field (Gillow,
2013). Some ikat wall hangings from Iran woven in a warp-pile
velvet structure bear remarkable resemblance to Mexican rebozos
from the first half of the 19th century, with wide, three-dye bath
stripes at the selvages and a three-tier hierarchy of stripes in the
central field. An outstanding example is part of the collection of
the MTO (catalog number LIE0031). Barbara Mauldin (2015) has
found documentary evidence to link Mexican ikat (and
presumably its Guatemalan and Ecuadorean counterparts, as well)
back to the Islamic world through the export of raja jaspeada to the
Americas in the 1500s; the trade inventories specify that the fabric
by that name was woven in Granada in southern Spain. Mauldin
traces the spread of the technique across the Mediterranean by
means of early commerce between Baghdad and the caliphate of
Córdoba in Andalucía.

Because of the intense trade between Mexico, the Philippines and
China that began with the Manila galleon in 1565 and lasted for
250 years, it has often been assumed that the techniques and
designs of Southeast Asian ikats must have shaped the
development of the rebozo. As Christopher Buckley has pointed
out (2012: fig. 4), however, warp ikat in that large region has long
been restricted to politically marginal peoples of Austronesian and
Kra-Daic linguistic affiliation. For several centuries, the textiles of
prestige over most of the region have been elaborately patterned
weft ikat fabrics, woven mainly in urban workshops, with a heavy
influence of complex Hindu and Buddhist iconography that
spread from the Indian subcontinent. It is such textiles that would
be expected to have reached trans-Pacific trade. Mexican rebozos
do not seem to show an imprint of that style of design. Moreover,
the specific motifs and asymmetric arrangement of stripes that
Buckley reconstructs as prototypes of Austronesian warp ikat
weaving do not match the patterns and the symmetry that
characterize the indigenous sashes and quēchquemitl of the
Mezquital Valley and the Sierra Gorda, which appears to be the
most conservative area for resist dyeing in Mesoamerica.

Ikat rebozos depicted in Mexican casta paintings (conventionalized
representations of ethnic admixture) from the last quarter of the
18th century, however, do not illustrate a hierarchical scheme with
wide bands at the margins and narrow spotty stripes in between.
They show, instead, a few wide stripes of a simple repetitive
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In conclusion, I propose as a working hypothesis that native
traditions of resist-dyeing in Mexico were influenced by textiles
made for trade at two different moments after the European
invasion:

Author

I. First in the 1500s by Andalusian jaspeado fabrics, presumably
derived from warp-ikat textiles made in the Levant, historically
related to early Indian patola by way of Yemen.
II. And later by the weft-ikat toiles flammées that became fashionable
in Paris in the 1700s inspired by Thai silks, which in turn bore the
imprint of Indian patola.

Dr. Alejandro de Ávila is the founding director of the Oaxaca
Ethnobotanical Garden, as well as curator, researcher and advisor
at the Oaxaca Textile Museum.

This complex history, if it is confirmed by further research, would
make Mexican resist-dyeing unique as a synthesis of diverse textile
traditions from across the world.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Double Ikat “Kurume kasuri”
TORIMARU, Sadae: torimaru.park@orange.zero.jp
TORIMARU, Tomoko: tomochi69@hotmail.com
Professional commissioner in Kurume-city cultural assets, Fukuoka, Japan
Kyushu Nutrition Welfare University, Fukuoka, Japan
Keywords: Kurume Kasuri, traditional textile, tie and dye, Double Ikat, Happi Coats
Abstract
In this presentation, mainly will discuss about “Kurume kasuri” in Double Ikat, and will show unique traditional patterns of it.
“Kurume Kasuri” is one of the traditional textiles followed in Fukuoka prefecture, Japan for producing special effect in fabric.
“Kurume” is the name of town (area) in Fukuoka. “Kasuri” is an effect produced by weaving the thread dyed by “Tie and Dye”
method. ("Kasuri" in Japanese is the same that it is called “Ikat” in other countries commonly.) It is said that Ms.Den Inoue began
“Kurume kasuri” approximately 200 years ago, at present there are 26 production studios to make it. “Kurume kasuri” is the plan
weave textile using the cotton thread with using “Kasuri” method, it is originally textiles for “Japanese Kimono” (38cm of width).
Patterns are made by the technique of “Double Ikat”, “Combined Ikat” or “Single Ikat”.
There are a lot of geometric patterns of Double Ikat in Kurume Kasuri produced in around 1800-1960. (Figure1) (Figure2) But, at
present it's hardly produced. The reasons are;
1. It was in demand before for futon cloth, but futon cloth changed to the soft material, and demand decreased.
2. Ladies Kimono is main force of a product at present, and the patterns are made by Combine Ikat or Single Ikat of a soft curved line
come to be liked.
3. It takes production time and it comes to cost a lot.
However, “Kurume Kasuri” as “Happi coats” of the “Hakata Yamakasa” festival is still making by Double Ikat.(Figure3)(Figure4)

1. Introduction

Figure 2: Double Ikat work in 1961

Figure1: Double Ikat work in 1898

Figure 3: “Hakata Yamakasa” festival
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2011: author. Yizhen, Yixian 一针一线 (Chinese version of
One Needle, One Thread), CHINA TEXTILE & APPAREL
PRESS, Beijing, China.
2008: author. One Needle, One Thread – Miao (Hmong)
embroidery and fabric piece work from Guizhou, China,
University of Hawaii Art Gallery, Department of Art and
Art History, Hawaii, U.S.A.
2006: Chinese translation. Spiritual Fabric: 20 years of Field
Research among the Miao People in Guizhou, China, The
Nishinippon Newspaper Co., Fukuoka, Japan.
2004: Co-author with Sadae Torimaru. Imprints on Cloth: 18
years of Field Research among the Miao People in Guizhou, China,
The Nishinippon Newspaper Co., Fukuoka, Japan.

Figure 4: “Kurume Kasuri” as “Happi coats” of the
“Hakata Yamakasa” festival in 2014
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Compression Resist – Ikat and Shibori
Jaspe y rebozos y amarras Primeras noticias del rebozo jaspeado mexicano
GÁMEZ M., Ana Paulina: arttemisa2003@yahoo.com
Candidata a doctoranda, Facultad de Filosofía y Letras, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Ciudad de México,
01030, México
Keywords: Rebozos, aspeados, ikat, primeras menciones
Abstract
Durante la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII se escribieron las primeras descripciones de los rebozos jaspeados (rebozos de ikat) en los
documentos históricos. Estas se hicieron más frecuentes conforme avanzó la centuria. También en estos años aparecen en la pintura
las primeras representaciones de rebozos jaspeados.
The first descriptions of the rebozos jaspeados (ikat rebozos) in historic documents were written in the second half of the 18th
century. They became more frecuents as the century advanced. During this period the rebozos jaspeados also appeared in paintings.
Primeras noticias del rebozo jaspeado novohispano

1. Introducción

rebozos de pequeño tamaño para las más pequeñas. Casi al
final de esa sección del inventario aparecen: “28 rebozos
azultepecados con jaspeo a 18 pesos la docena;” “2 rebozos
jaspeados de colores bajos a 10 pesos cada uno” y “un rebozo
jaspeado fino de algodón en 11pesos.”

Cuando se piensa en rebozos siempre vienen a nuestra mente
los rebozos jaspeados (teñidos con técnica de reserva o ikat),
que tanto se popularizaron a lo largo del siglo XX, y se cree
que estas prendas se hicieron así desde el principio, pero esto
no es verdad. Después de años de trabajo en los archivos
mexicanos me di cuenta de que los rebozos jaspeados aparecen
mencionados en los documentos sólo a partir de mediados del
siglo XVIII. Los rebozos que se enlistaron antes de esos años
se denominan con otros nombres entre ellos están: listados,
coyuchy o salomónico y se refieren a otro tipo de prendas.

Es importante detenerse para analizar los nombres de estos
rebozos no sólo porque son las primeras menciones de
rebozos jaspeados que se conocen, sino porque nos aportan
información importante sobre sus técnicas de manufactura y
procedencias. En primer lugar están los “rebozos
azultepecados con jaspeo”. El termino habla de su tinte azul de
añil hecho en el Real de Minas de Sultepec, pueblo rebocero
con una tradición textil, que se remontaba a principios del siglo
XVII. Por otro lado, el termino jaspeo se refiere a la técnica de
reserva o jaspe con el que se tiñeron parte de sus hilos de
urdimbre.

2. Los rebozos jaspeados en los documentos
históricos
Me gustaría contarles las historias de las primeras menciones
del rebozo jaspeado que he encontrado a lo largo de mis largas
y penosas horas de trabajo en los archivos mexicanos y
descifrar sus misteriosos nombres, que nos permitirán
descubrir algunas de sus características.

Luego vienen los “rebozos jaspeado de colores bajos”. La
descripción hace referencia a la cantidad de colores con los
que estaban teñidos los hilos de sus urdimbres y de la
complejidad técnica que esto implicaba.

2.1 Un comerciante en apuros

Al final está el “rebozo jaspeado fino de algodón.” El término
fino se refiere a un tipo de rebozo descrito en las Ordenanzas de
algodoneros de la ciudad de México otorgadas en 1769, tejido con
hilos delgados de algodón y una cuenta de hilos muy alta. Así
mismo, habla de su manufactura en algún centro urbano entre
ellos la ciudad de México, Puebla, Querétaro o uno de los
pueblos en torno al Real de Sultepec o Tenancingo en el
suroeste de la ciudad de México. Por otro lado su precio de
once pesos indica también su buena calidad

En 1768 don Juan de Uriarte, un comerciante de la ciudad de
Vallladolid, capital de la Provincia de Michoacán, se vio en la
necesidad de hacer un minucioso inventario de la mercancía de
su tienda (1). En el documento aparecen distintos géneros de
ropa para hombre y para mujer, entre estos últimos había
rebozos de diferentes tipos, entre ellos había: “rebozos
coapaxtles”, o teñidos de marrón con un liquen que los
perfumaba; “rebozos azultepecados”, o teñidos con añil en el
pueblo de Sultepec; “rebozos de listas azules y amarillas,” es
decir, decorados con líneas longitudinales en esos colores;
“rebozos encuadrados”, o con diseños de retícula; “rebozos de
algodón mexicanos”, es decir, procedentes de la ciudad de
México; “rebocitos azules y blancos para niña,” que eran

2.2 Un rebozo para la Virgen
El 7 de diciembre de 1792 los cofrades de la congregación de
la Iglesia del Pueblo de San Pedro Piedra Gorda mandaron
realizar, con el escribano local, un inventario del ajuar que
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poseía su querida y milagrosa imagen de Nuestra Señora de
San Juan (2). Todos los objetos que lo componían, vestidos,
alhajas, floreros, etcétera eran regalos de los fieles para
agradecer algún favor concedido por la Virgen, por lo que la
mayoría eran valiosos, de ahí la necesidad de relacionar cada
uno de ellos en un documento para poder controlarlos. Entre
sus prendas de vestir había “un rebozo de seda con vetas
jaspeado”. Es decir, con listas o franjas longitudinales y
diseños jaspeados entre ellas. No conocemos el precio del
rebozo, pero su mención entre los bienes de la Virgen nos
hace pensar que era de buena factura, ya que lo consideraban
digno de la madre de Dios.

descritos como “2 rebozos toluqueños finos jaspeados a 2
pesos 6 reales.” No sabemos y el término toluqueño se refiere
sólo a prendas tejidas en esa localidad o si alude también a los
que se elaboraban en los pueblos cercanos como Calimaya o
Tenancingo. La mención de un rebozo toluqueño jaspeado
junto con la del rebozo jaspeado de Sultepec, yacitado,
empiezan a dibujar la geografía de los rebozos jaspeados y
ubican a esta zona aledaña a la ciudad de México como una de
las primeras, lo que se conserva aún hoy.
2.6 Los rebozos jaspeados en los comercios de la Nueva España
Entre 1802 y 1813 los rebozos jaspeados siguieron
apareciendo en inventarios comerciales de la Ciudad de
México, Tlaxcala, Silao, Valladolid y otras poblaciones de la
Nueva España. Los tipos de rebozos que se enlistan son:
“Rebozos jaspeados coyotes,” que tenían listas o vetas de
algodón coyuchy; “rebozos toluqueños finos jaspeados,” prendas
finas hechas en la ciudad de Toluca o sus alrededores con
franjas de hilos de urdimbre teñidos con técnica de reserva;
“rebozos mexicanos jaspeados,” hechos en la ciudad de
México; “rebozos de Sultepec de media seda jaspeados,” estos
se hacían con urdimbre de seda y trama de algodón ;“rebozos
de Sultepec jaspeado y encarnado,” es decir, con jaspes de
color rojo; “rebozos jaspeados corrientes,” o de poca calidad;
“rebozos malacahuile con jaspe” y “rebozos de seda
jaspeados,”

2.3 Los rebozos de una señora
El 23 de junio de 1800 doña María Josefa Zepeda, vecina de la
ciudad de México, manda redactar un inventario con todas las
cosas de su propiedad (3). La causa no la sabemos con
exactitud, quizá quería desvincular su patrimonio del de su
marido por la inminente muerte de este para que sus objetos
personales no pasaran a formar parte del patrimonio familiar,
ni le fueran arrebatados. Entre su ropa doña María Josefa
contaba con 9 rebozos de todo tipo como “un rebozo de
luto,” de color negro y perfumado y “otro rebozo listado,” es
decir de rayas longitudinales de colores. La señora poseía
también cuatro rebozos jaspeados. “Un rebozo de cuadritos y
jaspe,” quizá con retícula formada por líneas jaspeadas; “un
rebozo deshilado y jaspe”, es posible que se trate de una pieza
con listas de gaza y listas jaspeadas alternadas; “un rebozo
coyote y negro de jaspes,” ésta pieza estaba tejida con algodón
coyuchy para las listas, o los veteados, mientras las franjas
jaspeadas eran negras y blancas, lo que es muy común aún en
nuestros días.

2.7 Los jasperos en los talleres de rebocería de la ciudad de México en
1820
La reseña más antigua de la distribución de tareas en un taller
de rebocería la hizo Manuel Orozco y Berra y data de 1832.
Ésta rememora un establecimiento, que en la década de 1820
aún trabajaba a la manera virreinal, y seguía bajo el régimen
gremial y de las ordenanzas, que aunque se había abolido
oficialmente en 1814, no se disolvió por completo hasta
décadas más tarde. Según el texto, el personal del taller estaba
formado por:

2.4 Otro comerciante en apuros
El 6 de febrero de 1800 doña Manuela Leite demandó a don
Miguel Quiroga porque le había entregado una gran cantidad
de mercancía textil fina para que la vendiera en la Feria de San
Juan de los Lagos, una de la más grandes y concurridas de la
Nueva España (4). Tal parece que doña Manuela no volvió a
saber del comerciante ni del dinero de la venta de sus
productos, lo que fue un duro golpe para ella. Sólo entre los
rebozos había “24 paños de rebozo de jaspes de seda nacar de
oro fino encantados a 10 pesos 2 reales cada uno,” lo que daba
un total de 246 pesos, una suma considerable para ese
momento.

...seis tejedores que trabajan la seda: seis u
ocho devanaderas: dos muchachas canilleras:
uno que urdía rebozos: otros tres que los
tejían: uno que amarraba jaspes: otro que
tinte les diera: dos oficiales de tórculo, tres o
cuatro que vendieran: tenían tres oficiales
que tejían cintas de seda: galones para
divisas: cordón para calzoneras: cinta blanca
de algodón, y guarniciones de libreas.(6)

Dejemos a la pobre viuda con su pesar y analicemos los
rebozos perdidos.La mención de estas caras prendas es
importante, ya que son las primeras que encontramos que
hacen referencia a rebozos en los que se mezclan los hilos
jaspeados de seda con hilos de oro.

Esta es la primera vez que se alude a un oficial que se dedica a
amarrar los jaspes como un trabajador permanente en un taller
textil, lo que habla de una gran producción de este tipo de
prendas, ya que de otra manera no se justificaría su
permanencia en el establecimiento.

2.5 Un rebozo jaspeado de Toluca
Dos años después el 6 de agosto de 1802 don Pablo de la
Maza vendía en su tienda de la ciudad de México rebozos de
distintas procedencias (5) a los que se denominaban con sus
gentilicios como mexicanos, es decir de la ciudad de México,
poblanos o procedentes de la ciudad de Puebla; ozumbeños,
tejidos en la comunidad indígena de Ozumba y toluqueños, es
decir, realizados en la ciudad de Toluca. Estos últimos están

3. Los primeros rebozos jaspeados de la plástica
La pintura más antigua en la que aparece un rebozo jaspeado
pertenece a un serie de castas fechada en la década de 1760 y
pertenece a una colección privada mexicana. La obra está
dividida en cuatro escenas. En la primera, colocada en el
ángulo superior izquierdo, se retrató a una familia formada por
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una madre india, un padre negro y su hija loba, que atienden
una pulquería. Ella, vestida con camisa y enaguas blancas, lleva
un rebozo jaspeado sobre el hombro izquierdo que cae
cruzándole el pecho. La prenda presenta ya la típica estructura
ornamental del rebozo jaspeado mexicano, que con variantes,
ha llegado a nuestros días. esta estructura presenta listas de
colores, o vetas, gris-verdes entre las que van las franjas
jaspeadas con la misma gama cromática.

Los rebozos jaspeados son las prendas más importantes
hechos con la técnica de teñido de reserva que se han hecho y
se siguen haciendo en México desde el siglo XVIII.

La segunda pintura en la que se muestra un rebozo jaspeado
está fechada en el último cuarto del siglo XVIII y también
pertenece a una colección mexicana. En este caso, se plasmó a
una pareja de tente en el aire y mulata con su hijo albarazado.
Ella atiende un bien surtido puesto de fruta y va vestida con
unas enaguas rojas y una blusa de holanes blanca, sobre esta
trae un rebozo jaspeado con la misma estructura ornamental
que el de la pintura anterior, pero en este caso las listas y los
motivos jaspeados son de diferentes colores.
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sobre los hombros un rebozo de fondo blanco y vetas y jaspes
azules. En ambos casos la estructura ornamental es la misma
que se describió anteriormente sólo que en el primero los
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4. Conclusiones
Como especialista en Artes Decorativas y Arte Popular ha
curado y asesorado exposiciones en México y Estados Unidos.
Ha impartido cursos en universidades de México y España y
ha publicado libros, artículos y ensayos en México, España y
Estados Unidos. A lo largo de su carrera profesional ha sido
curadora externa del Museo Franz Mayer y curadora residente
del Museo Nacional de Arte, donde se hizo cargo las
colecciones de Arte Virreinal y Arte Popular. Así mismo, fue
asesora de Fomento Cultural Banamex y del Fondo Nacional
para el Fomento a las Artesanías. Además, forma parte de los
Consejos Académicos del Centro de Textiles del Mundo Maya
y del Museo Arocena.

Los rebozos jaspeados sólo aparecen en los documentos
históricos y la plástica hasta la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII,
sin embargo no descartamos que su manufactura pudiera
haber empezado a mediados de la centuria.
Por lo que podemos inferir de la información contenida en los
documentos los primeros centros productores de rebozos
jaspeados fueronla Ciudad de México y Puebla; además de
Sultepec, Tenancingo, Toluca y sus poblaciones aledañas como
Calimaya, Tenango del Valle.
Desde el siglo XVIII se hicieron rebozos jaspeados de seda y
de algodones blanco y coyuchy; además de algunas piezas con
hilos de metales preciosos y se les consideraron piezas finas
apreciadas por las mujeres que los usaban.
El gusto por los rebozos jaspeados se difundió rápidamente
por toda Nueva España, ya que se comercializaban ciudades de
las distintas provincias, como México, Puebla, Valladolid,
Tlaxcala o Silao.
El jaspero fue un oficial que se insertó en la estructura de los
talleres gremiales citadinos durante la segunda mitad del siglo
XVIII y posiblemente a finales de dicha centuria en el de los
obrajes rurales y se convirtió en un trabajador indispensable a
partir de ese momento.
Los rebozos listados convivieron con los rebozos jaspeados,
pero estos últimos los relegados poco a poco durante los
últimos años del siglo XVIII y el siglo XIX.
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